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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
dr. Guido Falcon V. has contributed to the dictionary with 4 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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ejidatarios
It is also called pisatarios, they are those who have properties or any possession and/or animals, on land owned by a
municipality or the nation. By being settled in these lands a certain time, own right and priority before third parties. The
land owned by municipalities or the nation are called land ejidos.

rectorragia
Excessive and abnormal output of mucous liquid viscous or very liquid and foul-smelling stool mixed with blood per
rectum.

trifidos
They are the plants that SE SOPORTAN on three roots or apparent legs, of the genre of the carnivorous plants.

trifidos
Genre: Triphydphyllum carnibus, secrete much viscous liquid in their stands or " 34 legs; that allows you to slip, they
take up moisture from the air and they condense it to produce enough liquid, and of small vertebrates that they eat, as
well as natural sources of water or rain, they generally measure between 1.50 to 2 m in height, have suction cups that "
trapped " its prey, its reproduction is by binary partition, mitosis, a plant, is divided into the same, every 48 hour, they
can last up to 99 days without eating food, attracts it the smell of blood or body temperature between 25 to 40 degrees
centigrade. They live in colonies not less than 60 and not older than 80, are insatiable in search of food they need to
play. They can hibernate up to six months at temperatures lower than - 15 degrees Celsius.


